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Utah’s Great Salt Lake is shrinking. The receding waters can be
seen in the background of this man-made jetty. The earthwork
is called Spiral Jetty. It was designed by artist Robert Smithson
and built in 1970. In some years, Spiral Jetty is completely
under water. But in 2021, the Great Salt Lake reached its lowest
level every recorded. You can read more about the lake on our
website. See Saving the Salt Lake at kids.wng.org/node/5970.
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Let’s play the ORTHOGRAPHIC NEIGHBOR game!
Sounds fun, right?
But seriously, “orthographic neighbor”
is the term for words that are the same length and differ
from each other by only one letter. Here’s how you play . . .
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ER:
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Use the clues to figure out the words that differ by only one letter, which is the
letter provided. In the example, if you change the H from HISS to a K, you get KISS.
(The order of the other letters is the same on both sides.)

H

K

1

A snake says . . .

2

Head of city

3

Zebra marking

4

Tolerate

5

Detector

S

12th grader

I

6

Tea kettle sound

S

Carve

T

7

Get back at

8

Type of blanket

Q

Constructed

B

9

Glue

P

Trash

W

10

Pronunciation

11

Stingy person

S

Kitchen appliance

X

12

Jacket

A

Young male horse

L

13

Defeat

A

Crooked

N

14

Speak

15

Amazon . . .

16

Center

I

Interfere

E

17

Ill will

P

Rooms

U

18

God’s mercy

Smooch

Y

J

Not minor

P

K

Hit

I

O

House

G

N

A

C

P

To receive

Snoop

M

U

Income

P
Z

Award

Tomb

V

Answers
on page 5
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Dillon’s book

Mekong’s New Discoveries
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Just where did the Popa langur monkey pop up?
Is that crocodile newt new too?
These are just two of 224 species of plants and
animals that the World Wildlife Fund says were
discovered in the Mekong region in 2020.
Asia’s Mekong is a lush, mountainous jungle area
that includes Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and
Myanmar. Can you find it on a map? It’s home to a vast
assortment of plants and animals. Scientists—and
common folk—discover more all the time. That’s because
much of the area is still unexplored.
The Popa langur monkey has long whiskers. It has
ghostly white circles around its eyes. It lives on the
steep hillsides of the extinct Mt. Popa volcano in
Myanmar. It was the only new mammal included on
the recent list. But there are dozens of newly identified
reptiles, frogs and newts, and fish. There are also 155
plant species that were not known before. One is a
succulent bamboo.
Not all the new species are found in the jungle.
One formerly unknown is in the ginger family. It has
beautiful flowers and a sharp odor. It was found in a
plant shop in Thailand!

Have you ever written a book?
Eight-year-old Dillon Helbig did.
And his book is in high demand at
his local library. There’s even a
waiting list for it! How did Dillon’s
book get so popular? It started when
he sneaked it onto the shelf.
The Idaho second-grader began writing books when
he was five. Last winter, he decided others needed to
read his story. He took his 80-plus page red notebook
filled with his drawings and writing to the library. He
placed the charming novel, which he calls The Adventures
of Dillon Helbig’s Crismis written by “Dillon His Self,”
alongside other books printed by major publishers.
And then he went home.
Asked why he stashed his
comic among the other storybooks at the Ada Community
Library, Dillon says, “I wanted
people to read it.”
Dillon’s mother called the
library. She hoped to ask
workers not to throw the book
away. But the book was safe.
The library manager had the
staff catalog Dillon’s book.
Now it’s an official library
volume, spine stickers and all.
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PAGE 3 PUZZLE: hiss / kiss; mayor / major; stripe / strike; abide / abode; sensor / senior; whistle / whittle; revenge / revenue; quilt / built; paste / waste; accent / accept; miser / mixer; coat /
colt; beat / bent; say / spy; prime / prize; middle / meddle; spite / suite; grace / grave | QUIZZES: SCIENCE SOUP, p6-9, Black diamond, Fusion 1. b, 2. c, 3. d, 4. a, 5. Answers will vary but should
include that nuclear ﬁssion involves splitting atoms apart while nuclear fusion involves joining (or fusing) atoms together. Nuclear ﬁssion produces some power plus radioactive waste. Nuclear
fusion produces more power than ﬁssion, with very little to no radioactive waste. | TIME MACHINE, p10-13, Hieroglyphics, Queen’s Jubilee 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. c | CITIZEN SHIP, p14-17, Public domain,
Voting 1. a, 2. b, 3. c, 4. b, 5. Answers may vary but could include: 1) Yes, because they are paying taxes and supporting communities with their labor and spending, and they should be represented
in the laws of the land; or 2) No, because citizenship requires lifetime commitment to a nation and voting should be reserved for those who are that committed. | TAKE APART SMART, p18-21, Yarn,
Sandra Boynton 1. a, 2. a, 3. c, 4. a | CRITTER FILE, p22-25, Bird migration, Komodo dragons 1. d, 2. b, 3. c, 4. c, 5. Answers will vary but may include: God made all creatures with a purpose and each
is an expression of something of His creativity, care, and sovereign will. Not only does each creature ﬁll a place in a balanced ecosystem, but all belong to our good Creator whose work we honor
and protect. | JET BALLOON, p26-29, Tulips, Jakarta sinking 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b | PAGE 32 PUZZLE: 3>2 (change 5 to 2); 8>1 (change 8 to 0 and 7 to 1); 3<6 & 3<9 (change 9 to 3 and 5 to 6; change 9
to 3 and 5 to 9); 8-5=3 & 0+3=3 (change 0 to 8 and plus sign to minus sign; change 5 to 3); 1+3=4 (change 2 to 3); 9-4=5 (change to 3 to a 9 and plus sign to minus sign)
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Mustang Roundup Approved
Wild horses
are rounded
up in Nevada.
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Whoa! A federal judge decided not to rein
in a wild horse roundup in Nevada. The judge
rejected claims that the government was
treating the free-roaming mustangs badly.
The U.S. Bureau of Land Management
says it must round up mustangs regularly.
The last roundup was scheduled for late
February. The Western range where the wild
horses live was under a severe drought.
Plants and animals suffered. There was little
for the horses to eat. And too many horses
trample the remaining grasses—destroying
habitat other creatures call home.
Some groups that monitor humane
treatment of animals claimed the roundup
was going to be too large and done too
quickly. Those groups brought a lawsuit to
stop the capture.
But the judge ruled that the benefits to
the horses and the rest of the ecosystem
were great. The gather was approved to
happen on schedule.
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Some goldfish are better drivers than others.
Wait … did I read that right? Yes, you did.
Researchers in Israel put six goldfish to a driving test.
The team at Ben-Gurion University created the first
known FOV—fish operated vehicle. A water-filled tank is
mounted to the robotic car so Goldie can cruise on land.
A computer, camera, motors, and wheels give the
fish control of the vehicle.
“Surprisingly, it doesn’t take the fish a long time to
learn how to drive,” says researcher Shachar Givon.
“They’re very quick to realize that there is a correlation
between their movement and the movement of the
machine that they’re in.”
Each of the fish in the study received about 10 driving
lessons. Each time one reached a target, it received a treat.
Biology professor Ronen Segev “graded” the fish based
on performance. He called some “excellent” and others
“mediocre.”

Fish Out of Water

INCOMING!
A black diamond hurtled toward
Earth from space.
Where did it land?
When did it land?
We don’t know. Space
diamonds are pretty mysterious.
What we do know: Someone,
somewhere, at some time,
discovered this gorgeous space
rock. Eventually, people
nicknamed it “The Enigma.”
Now they’ve put it up for sale
at Sotheby’s auction house in
London, England.
People guessed Enigma
would sell for five million British
pounds. (That’s between six and
seven million dollars.)
Sophie Stevens, a jewelry specialist at Sotheby’s Dubai, says the number
five is significant for the gem. Enigma is
a 555.55 carat black diamond. (A carat is
not a crunchy orange vegetable. It’s a

The diamond is just
over two inches long
and one inch wide.

unit for measure how much a diamond
weighs.) The jewel also has 55 facets (flat
sides). “The shape of the diamond is
based on the Middle-Eastern palm
symbol of the Khamsa,” says Ms.
Stevens, “which stands for strength.”
Khamsa in Arabic means five. The symbol
is based on the shape of a hand.
Black diamonds are also called
carbonado diamonds. They look something like charcoal. Extremely rare,
carbonado diamonds are more durable
than white diamonds. Another difference:
They don’t contain minerals found in
Earth’s mantle. Instead, people find traces
of the elements nitrogen, hydrogen, and
osbornite. Osbornite, as far as we know,
occurs only in one other substance:
meteors. Carbonados may come from
meteorites colliding with Earth.
How much would you pay for an
out-of-this-world gem? And what would
you do with it once you had it?

WHY? Value can come from an item’s

6

A Sotheby’s
employee
holds the
Enigma
diamond.
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rarity and usefulness. The Bible teaches
us to treasure wisdom more than any
riches on Earth (or in the universe!).

Yes, diamonds can come from
space. But most of the diamonds
people have found originated on
Earth. Or, rather, in Earth. For
diamonds to form, carbon must
meet extreme heat and pressure.
This happens far below Earth’s
surface—around 100 miles deep!
How did those deep diamonds
get to us? Ancient volcanic activity
pushed them to the surface. These
eruptions created something
called kimberlite pipes. These
pipe-shaped structures sometimes
contain diamonds. But not all the
time. Not even usually. A diamond
is always a rare find—even in a
kimberlite pipe.
When diamonds shoot up to
Earth’s surface, they sometimes
mix with tiny amounts of other
minerals. This changes a diamond’s
color. Most commonly, diamonds
sparkle with a bit of yellow or
brown. More rarely, they’ll be

tinged with blue, orange, pink, red,
Wisdom is knowing and
or green. If you dig up a purely
obeying the God who made
colorless diamond, congratulaeverything. This is the most
precious possession of all—more
tions. You’re holding the rarest
than gemstones!
diamond type of all.
If you call out for insight and
Diamonds look glass-like. But
raise your voice for understanding,
they’re far from fragile. Nothing
if you seek it like silver and search
can scratch a diamond except
for it as for hidden treasures, then
another diamond. That explains
you will understand the fear of the
why the word diamond comes
Lord and find the knowledge of
from the Greek word for “indeGod. — Proverbs 2:3-5
structible.” This is also part of the
reason diamonds have value.
They can be used in tools
A miner shows the
such as drills and saws.
diamonds he found
But much of the diain an abandoned
mine in Brazil.
mond’s value comes from its
rarity. What if diamonds
were amassed all over the
world like boulders? What if
they covered the beaches
like sand? The material
would still be useful for its
strength, of course. But it
wouldn’t be nearly so costly.
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Diamondtipped drill bit

A diamond mine
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No, this is not a crazy
piece of candy! This
illustration from the
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
shows lasers heating
hydrogen enough to
convert it to plasma.

AP PHOTOS

Scientists say a new source of
Scientists at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
energy is coming: nuclear fusion.
in California created something that could change the
In nuclear fusion, atoms don’t
world. They blasted some hydrogen with mega-powerful
split apart. They fuse together. If
lasers and . . . BAM! Plasma was born!
power plants could control
Wait, what was born?
fusion, they could produce less
You’re probably familiar with three states of matter:
pollution and waste. Fusion doesn’t require hard-to-find
solids, liquids, and gases. But some elements can become
fuels. Instead, it uses hydrogen, one of the most common
so hot they turn from gas to plasma. You see a burning
elements on Earth. And it gets better: Fusion can produce
plasma every day: the Sun! The Sun is a giant, burning
four times more energy than fission.
ball of plasma powerful enough to make life possible on
To create nuclear fusion, you need plasma that heats
Earth. God invented this self-sustaining energy source at
itself through more nuclear fusion. Finally, people have
the beginning of time. Scientists are only beginning to
that. The California scientists’ plasma was hot. It burned
understand how it works. They’re asking: Can plasma
on its own. It was full of energy.
solve our energy problem?
How soon will nuclear fusion arrive in a power outlet
Wait . . . What Energy Problem? Using a stove?
near you? It could take decades for scientists to turn this
Flicking on a light switch? That power has a cost. The
process into practical energy. But they’re on their way.
energy in your house might come from a power plant—
one of those industrial complexes where white clouds
pour from smoke stacks. Some power plants use nuclear
fission. Nuclear fission creates energy by splitting atoms.
(You know atoms. You are made of atoms! These tiniest
building blocks of matter are chock full of
energy.) But nuclear fission requires
expensive fuel. Plus it leaves behind
dangerous radioactive waste.
The more we study
Around the world, cities are
nuclear
energy, the more
growing. The world needs more
we
marvel
at God’s
energy to power them.
brilliant
creation.
Can we
More energy means
use
what
we
learn
to
more fuel. Which
provide
more
efficient
means more money
energy?
and more waste.

WHY?
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Both are physical processes that produce energy from atoms.
Splits a larger atom into
2 or more smaller ones.

Joins 2 or more lighter
atoms into a larger one.

FUEL TYPE

Hydrogen

y
s
e
e
y
g
o

BYPRODUCTS
Helium

Radioactive
nuclear
waste

AP PHOTOS

Fusion factory:
The Lawrence
Livermore
National
Laboratory
uses 192 laser
beams to turn
hydrogen into
plasma.

USE
Nuclear
energy plant

Fusion power reactor *

ENERGY
1 million
times
greater
than other
energy
sources

3-4 times greater
than fission energy

1. Black diamonds
_______ .
a) come mainly
from coal
b) may come from
space
c) are not real gems
d) are the most
common
diamond type
2. Kimberlite pipes
_______ .
a) always contain
large stores of
diamonds
b) produce only
black diamonds
c) sometimes
contain diamonds
d) produce only
space diamonds
3. Nuclear fission
_______ .
a) combines atoms
together
b) creates almost
no energy
c) is not possible on
Earth
d) splits atoms
apart
4. Nuclear fusion
_______ .
a) combines atoms
together
b) always creates as
much power as
the Sun
c) splits atoms
apart
d) is not possible
on Earth
5. Describe the
difference between
nuclear fission and
nuclear fusion.

Answers
on page 5

* Functioning fusion power reactors don’t actually exist yet, but some prototypes have been designed.
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HODA ABDELAZIZ: HANDOUT

Here comes Hoda Abdelaziz. Her students
are waiting . . . to learn hieroglyphics!
Hieroglyphics is a script. Script is different
from language. Language usually refers to a
group of spoken words. A script is a collection
of characters used to write that language
down. Have you ever studied a script different
from your own?
Ancient Egyptians began using hieroglyphics thousands of years ago. Some of these
symbols stand for sounds, just like our letters
do. Others represent whole ideas, like our
words do.
Hieroglyphics offer a peek into history.
“The beauty of hieroglyphics,” says Ms.
Abdelaziz, “is that each symbol has a meaning.
The symbol represents something in nature.”
What types of objects surrounded the
ancient Egyptians? What animals lived near
them? What ideas did they think about? The
symbols they chose for hieroglyphics give us
some idea.
No people group regularly uses Egyptian
hieroglyphics anymore. And kids don’t usually
learn the script in school either—not even in
Egypt. Normally, only adults earning advanced
degrees study this old way of writing.
But that’s changing. “I am so happy today
that I began to learn the hieroglyphic language,” says one boy. He is one of Ms. Abdelaziz’s students. “It is the language of my
ancestors from the time of the Pharaohs.”
Where did Ms. Abdelaziz get the idea to
teach hieroglyphics? Five years ago, she took
her students to visit museums and art galleries.
She explained the story of Egyptian hieroglyphics: The script was forgotten for a time.
Eventually, people rediscovered it. Her students were fascinated. Ms. Abdelaziz began
writing a curriculum. Now
kids in schools all over
Egypt might relearn the
old script. They’ll be
doing exactly what Ms.
TIME
Abdelaziz hopes:
MACHINE
remembering their
heritage.
2 02 2
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Hieroglyphics are one of the oldest
forms of writing. Do you know why
people have been writing for so long?
It’s because they are made in God’s
image.
God could have created the world
and people and left it at that. But He
didn’t. He used words to tell us about
Himself. He is a God who speaks, and

because He speaks we can know Him.
We’re like Him, so we speak and write
too. We can use His gift of language to
praise Him, to talk about His incredible
creation, to touch other people with
kind words, and much more!
In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. — John 1:1

Are you ready to start reading the ’glyphs?
CRACK THE SEAL: Ancient Egyptians invented papyrus,
which was made from a river plant. Papyrus was all the
rage for a long time—over 3,000 years! Once a scribe
finished writing on this sturdy paper, he or she might
close it up with a seal made from mud.
READ FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Or right to left. Egyptian
hieroglyphics can work either way. How do you know
which way to go on your particular papyrus? Read from
the direction in which the human or animal glyphs are
facing.
LEARN YOUR “ABCS:” The English alphabet has 26
letters. You might remember when you first memorized them. How would
you feel about learning over 700 symbols instead? Hieroglyphics scribes
started this gargantuan task early—around age six or seven.

Hoda Abdelaziz stands in
front of some potential
homework for her students.

ASK THE STONE: Stuck? So were the French people
who found the Rosetta Stone in Rosetta (also
called Rashid), Egypt, in 1799. The stone
was inscribed with the same text in
three different scripts: Egyptian
hieroglyphics, Demotic (another
Egyptian type of writing), and
ancient Greek. Scholars used the
ancient Greek language, which was
known, to translate hieroglyphics
for the first time.

HODA ABDELAZIZ: HANDOUT

God has given people language
so they can know Him and one
another. When people write,
they’re showing one part of
their “image-of-God-ness.”

4WK22_10-13_TM.indd 11
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Fun fact: Queen Elizabeth II
is the only person in England
allowed to drive without
a driver’s licence!

her father died at the age of 56. For her,
February 6 means two things, one happy
and one sad: She became Queen . . . and
she lost her dad.
The Queen’s son Charles is next in
line for the throne. But for now, the
Queen remains on the job. On the day
before the anniversary, she made an
appearance at a tea party in her honor.
Guests reported that her wit was sharp
as ever, though she carried a cane and
seemed a bit thinner than usual. Still,
she stabbed a massive knife into a cake.
She also promised to keep working.
God gives leaders to people for
their good. Leadership is not
easy—and representing a
nation for 70 years shows
incredible faithfulness. At 95,
AP PHOTOS

BANG! BANG!
Gun salutes ring
out in London, England, and Edinburgh,
Scotland. Why? Because Queen Elizabeth
II made it to 70 years! Not 70 years of
living. Seventy years of ruling. Elizabeth
became Queen on February 6, 1952.
Then, she was 25 years old. Now she is
95. Th is 70th anniversary is called the
“Platinum Jubilee.”
In the last 1,200 years, Great Britain
has had dozens of kings and queens. But
most Brits alive today have known only
one: Queen Elizabeth II. No one in
England has ever served as
monarch as long as she has.
She ascended the throne
(became Queen)
unexpectedly when

Queen Elizabeth II
inspecting the
troops in
1960

Leadership is not easy.
God calls willing
leaders to serve
for the good
of others.
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the Queen promised again to the
people of Great Britain: “My life will
always be devoted to your service.”
It’s cold in Britain right now. More
Jubilee celebrations will come in
sunny June. The festivities will include
a military parade, neighborhood
parties, and a competition to create a
new dessert.
First of all, then, I urge that
supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgivings
be made for all people,
for kings and all who
are in high positions.
— 1 Timothy 2:1-2

When you hear the name Elizabeth II, what do you think of? We
think, “For there to be a second, there has to be a first.” Voila! We
have on our minds Queen Elizabeth I, a queen who ruled hundreds of
years ago—from 1558 to 1603. No one alive remembers her, of
course. But in a way, she lives on through her eventual successor
Queen Elizabeth II. Just like every baby born in the British royal line,
Elizabeth II got a name full of history.

How To Name a Royal Baby:
Choose more than one. Each royal gets more than one
name. When a new royal takes the throne, he or she gets to
decide which name to be known by. What would it be like to be King
Edward VIII as a boy? Imagine your mom yelling, “Edward Albert
Christian George Andrew Patrick David, take out the garbage!!!”
Later royals have shortened this naming trend. The children of
Prince William and Princess Kate have two middle names apiece.

AP PHOTOS

Choose names from historical predecessors (people who
came before) or ancestors (relatives who came before). (A
few favorites: Elizabeth, Mary, Diana, William, George, Phillip,
Arthur) Queen Elizabeth II’s full name is Elizabeth Alexandra
Mary Windsor. She’s named after her mom (Elizabeth the
Queen Mother), her grandmother (Queen Mary), and her
great grandmother (Queen Alexandra). Windsor is her
last name.

Queen Elizabeth’s grandson
Prince William holds her
great grandson Prince Louis.

1. ancestors
a) relatives from the past
b) future children
c) teachers

Tack on a title. Some royal babies also
need a title to show where they fit in the
family and in the nation. Queen Elizabeth’s great
grandson, Louis,
was born in 2018.
He is a prince.
Someday, his father
will be King of
England. So at birth,
this little baby got
this whopping
moniker: His Royal
Highness Prince
Louis of Cambridge.

2. gargantuan
a) short-lived
b) huge
c) simple

3. monarch
a) ruler
b) subject
c) insect

4. moniker
a) crown
b) ancestor
c) name

Answers
on page 5
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This is a sketch by
illustrator Ernest
Shepard. The final
version was used in
the first Winniethe-Pooh book.

MILNE: LIBR ARY OF CONGRESS • POOH (BOTTOM RIGHT): DISNEY

Winnie-the-Pooh is waddling out of his forest
home . . . right into the public domain.
The what? We don’t remember ever stumbling
on that place in the Hundred Acre Wood!
Let’s start at the beginning. In 1926, a writer
named Alan Alexander (A.A.) Milne published
a collection of stories called Winnie-the-Pooh.
He created the dim but loveable stuffed
bear Pooh, along with Piglet, Owl, Eeyore,
Rabbit, Kanga, and Roo. The characters
got their start in a series of tales Mr.
Milne told to his son, Christopher Robin.
But once published in Winnie-the-Pooh,
the stories were copyrighted. That means
someone owned them. Not just anyone
could craft and publish a
Pooh story. That privilege
belonged only to Mr. Milne.
You might be thinking:
But what about all those
Winnie-the-Pooh movies?
That’s a great question.
The Disney Company
bought the silly old bear’s
copyright in 1961. The
company then had the
right to adapt Mr. Milne’s
stories into new creations.
If anyone else tried to do
the same, though, Disney
could sue.
But not forever. In the
United States, copyrights
run out. After 95 years,
A first edition copy of
copyrighted works (picWinnie-the-Pooh from 1926
tures, fi lms, books, sound
(above); A.A. Milne (left)
recordings, and more) pass
into the public domain. That means they’re free
game for other artists who want to use them as
raw material to make something new. In Pooh’s
case, this includes the book’s original illustrations by Ernest Shepard too.
Want to write your own Pooh spinoff story to
publish? Or reimagine him in a work of
art? Go for it. But remember, Disney still
owns its version of
Pooh: the bright
yellow fellow in
the red belly
shirt. Stay away
from Tigger too.
He didn’t appear
in one of Mr. Milne’s
books until 1928. He’ll
be under copyright for
another two years.

Do your parents own a house? A car? A business? Land? We call all that property. But did you
know people can also own what their brains create? Writers can own characters. Inventors can own
inventions. Businesses and designers can own symbols. We call this “stuff” intellectual property.
What happens if someone steals a car? It is against the law, of course! Laws protect intellectual
property too. Here’s how:
Copyrights: This is what Winnie-the-Pooh had. Copyrights give or limit permission for
the use of artistic or written material. Examples: books, songs, paintings, films, audio
recordings.
Trademark: Trademarks help people recognize a product or brand. A trademark
could be a word, phrase, symbol, or even a color. Examples: McDonald’s golden
arches, Coca-Cola written in its signature font, the talking Geico gecko, Barbie pink.
Patent: Come up with a new way to do something or solve a problem? You might
want that information protected with a patent—especially if you can make money
from it. Examples: iPhone, 3-D printer, internal combustion engine, lightbulb, steelbelted radial tires.

MILNE: LIBR ARY OF CONGRESS • POOH (BOTTOM RIGHT): DISNEY

ILLUSTR ATION: KRIEG BARRIE • BULB: CHRISTIE’S • EDISON: AP PHOTO

What would happen if just anyone could put golden arches over his or her restaurant and hang
a “McDonald’s” sign out front? People wouldn’t recognize the real McDonald’s as easily anymore.
The real McDonald’s would probably lose business. Imagine if another tech creator used iPhone’s
design to make an identical product. Suddenly, iPhone would have to compete for customers—over
its own idea! What if someone printed a book you wrote and sold it without paying you? You
would cry “No fair!” And you would be right.
God made people in His image. We’re creative like Him. Creative people work hard developing
businesses, symbols, inventions, books, art, songs, and more. The law rightly protects that
work from theft.
Let the thief no longer steal, but rather let him labor, doing honest work with his own hands.
— Ephesians 4:28

FUN FACT #1:
The lightbulb’s inventor,
Thomas Alva Edison,
held over 1,000 patents.

VS.

WHY?
Not all ownership
is physical. People
can own ideas too—
and it’s important
to protect them
from theft.

VS.

In 2008, Apple Inc. sued New York City claiming that
the city’s GreenNYC logo would confuse Apple customers
and “seriously injure the reputation which [Apple] has
established for its goods and services.” Then
in 2017, Kon, a Chinese clothing brand, sued
Apple for its App Store logo.

FUN FACT #2: Copyrights
and patents run out over time.
But as long as people still use
them, trademarks never expire.
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Public Radio) that immigrants are
counted for election districts. They
pay taxes and work in businesses.
Their kids go to local schools. He says
letting these noncitizens vote helps
keep the government responsible
to everyone.
Others disagree. They say the
City Council didn’t have the power
to make the new law.
Joe Borelli is on the council. He is
against the law. “If they [immi-

grants] want to
vote here, they
should go through
the process of becoming
citizens,” Mr. Borelli says. “Because
that is how you show a real commitment to being a part of this city and
this country.”
A judge could stop the new law.
But if it stays in place, more than
800,000 New Yorkers may vote for
the fi rst time next year.

Some people
participated in
rallies to show
support for the
new law. But
others oppose
the change.

AP PHOTOS

In most places in the United
States, only people who are citizens
can vote. Citizens are official members of the country. But New York
City has a new law. It allows some
noncitizens to vote in city elections.
The new law says that certain
kinds of noncitizens may cast
ballots. One group is lawful permanent residents who have lived in the
city for at least 30 days. Those are
immigrants who came to the United
States legally. They have been
granted residency (the right to live
in a place) permanently. Another
type is people with permission to
work in the United States.
Now those people can help
choose the city’s mayor, city
council members, and other local
leaders. But they still can’t vote for
president or Congress members.
They also can’t vote in state elections. Those pick the governor,
judges, and other lawmakers.
There are a few other places that
allow noncitizens to vote in local
elections. Those include 11 towns
in Maryland and two
in Vermont.
Ron Hayduk studies
political science. He
told NPR (National
2 02 2
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Have you ever gone with your
parents to a polling place? Maybe you
watched as voters cast their ballots.
Or you cast your own kids’ version of
a ballot.
In the United States and in many
other countries, people vote to choose
leaders. Elections also decide on new
laws and projects. (Read more about
American government in Think-Ahead
Founders at kids.wng.org/node/2910.)
Everyone gets a say in how the
country is run. When you are old
enough, you will too! That’s why voting
is an important right and privilege.
The Constitution is one of the
documents that explains how the

when it was legal. People worked for
government works. It and federal
years to make voting laws more just.
laws decide who gets to vote.
Even the voting age has changed.
States make some of their own laws
It was lowered from 21 years old to 18
about voting too.
years old about 50 years ago.
In the United States, almost
And the group of voters might
anyone who is a U.S. citizen and 18
change more. In many states, people
years old or older can vote. But that
who have committed a felony (serious
wasn’t always the case. The rules
crime) cannot vote. In some states,
about voting have changed a lot since
the vote is taken away forever. But
the United States began.
some want to restore that right to
At first, mostly only white men
those who have completed their
who owned land could vote. Over the
prison sentences.
years, different groups of people were
The Bible doesn’t tell us how
not allowed to vote. Those included
voting should work or who to vote for.
women, Native Americans, black
But it does say that we should
people, and many immigrants.
Some states had tests
seek justice and mercy.
and taxes designed to
(Micah 6:8) God’s word
keep certain people
can help us think about
WHY?
from voting, even
important decisions.
These stories allow us to
consider how voting works
and who should have voting
rights. It challenges us to look
at both sides of the debate.

AP PHOTOS

Women picketed at the
White House gate in 1918.
Black people
demonstrated for
change in 1964.

1. Something under
2. A trademark _______ .
copyright _______ .
a) protects a book from
a) is owned by its
theft
creator or publisher
b) helps people recognize
b) is free for anyone
a product or brand
to use
c) protects inventions
c) can be made only
from theft
into film
d) is a character
d) can be published
protected by copyright
only in print
Answers
on page 5

3. Which office
will noncitizens
be able to vote for
in New York City?
a) U.S.
president
b) N.Y. governor
c) N.Y.C. mayor
d) N.Y. judge

4. Which one of
these determines
who can vote in
the United States
today?
a) income
b) age
c) land
ownership
d) skin color

5. Do you think
legally admitted
immigrants who
work and live in
the United
States should
be allowed to
vote in elections? Why or
why not?
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blend of dreamy water hues?
Has anyone ever knit or crocheted
Firefl ies, with starry night sky
something for you? If so, know that
colors? Or maybe you’d choose
that person must love you. Knitting a
sweater or blanket can take weeks or
Autumn Drive, a combination of
gold, rust, green, and brown that
longer.
evokes a ride through a fall forest.
But let’s take the process back a
She found that using town tap
little farther. What about artisans
water created unpredictable colors.
who make yarn? During the quiet
She turned to well water instead.
at-home days of the coronavirus
Still, yarn doesn’t always turn out
pandemic, many of these craftsthe same each time. More rain means
people were all tied up . . . inventing
more minerals in the water. “More
new types and colors of string.
minerals mean my reds may be more
“Dyeing is chemistry,” says
orange, my blacks break and go to
Samantha Myhre. Ms. Myhre owns
gold. It’s crazy,” she says.
RavensWood Fibre Co. in Nova Scotia,
Canada. “Although the process we use
sheep.
is a simple, heat-and-acid-vinegar
f her
ne o
o
s
process to set the colors, the
d
fee
re
chemistry behind it involves the
h
y
M
binding of a color molecule to
ha
t
an
a wool molecule. More or
am
less molecules, more or
less intense color.”
Ms. Myhre sells
her yarn online and
at local markets.
Which of her
yarns would
you like to buy?
Sea Glass, a

Ms. Myhre has a good group of
reliable, “stable” colors. But she also
has what the dye world refers to as
OOAKs: One of a Kinds.
Different fibers take dye in
different ways. Alpaca fur doesn’t
absorb as much color, so alpaca yarn
tends to turn out pastel. Nylon and
silk soak up dye. Some dyers are
exploring other types of wool too:
yak, cashmere, and Australian
Polwarth sheep. One yarn maker in
San Francisco, California, blends
plastic water bottles with merino to
make a soft, chunky yarn. A sweater
made from plastic water bottles?
That’s a real OOAK!
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KRIEG BARRIE

WHY?
Textiles are
a gift from
God for
beauty,
creativity,
coverage,
and warmth.

AP PHOTOS

TAKE
APART
SMART

Some of the
wool made at
RavensWood
Fibre Co.

At the very beginning of the world, people didn’t
need clothes. They were “naked and were not
ashamed.” (Genesis 2:25) But now we do need them—
both to keep warm and to keep from becoming dreadfully embarrassed. (Clothing also represents our need
to be covered by Jesus’ perfect goodness.) We need
blankets, pillows, rugs, string, curtains, and rope too.
People are creative like God their Father. To meet all
these needs, they invented textiles.
Textiles are fabric. People make them by locking
together bundles of yarn or thread. But before you can
have yarn or thread, you have to start with teeny-tiny
fibers.

STEP 1:
Sheer your
sheep. He
needs a
haircut . . .
and you
need his
hair. Perfect!

AP PHOTOS

KRIEG BARRIE

STEP 3: What a card. A tool pulls the curly
fibers through metal teeth. This is called
carding. At the end of carding, your fibers
will be lined up into thin, flat pieces.

These fibers might come from:
• wool (sheep hair)
• mohair (goat hair)
• angora (rabbit hair)
• silk (from silkworms)
• cashmere (hair from cashmere goats)
• llama fleece
• alpaca fleece
• qiviut (musk ox wool)
• cotton
• linen (from the flax plant)
• ramie (from a kind of nettle plant)
• polyester (man-made fiber)

STEP 2: Sheep
aren’t exactly tidy.
Wash that wool,
baby! (In the Bible,
fullers’ soap was
used to make wool
as white as snow.
See Malachi 3:2.)

STEP 4: Spin! A spinning wheel creates wool strands.
The fibers twist together and stick. Finally, this wool is
looking useful. Depending
on the type of
spinning, it looks
like yarn for
knitting . . . or the
type of very thin
wool yarn you’d
use to make a
classy suit.

STEP 5: Dye it. Weave it.
Knit it. Wool loves color.
Add it to boiling water and
dye, and you’ll get any
color you want. Then
weave that fabric or knit
that sweater.
MA RC H/A PRIL 202 2 •
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The Boynton Bookworks logo
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SANDR A: JA MIE MCEWAN

Sandra
Boynton

SANDR A: ROBIN M ARCHANT/GETT Y IM AGES • LOGO: SIMON & SCHUSTER CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING VIA AP

Great news for Sandra Boynton: She gets her very own imprint!
But who is Sandra Boynton? And what’s an imprint?
Mrs. Boynton is a writer and cartoonist. She’s the woman who
made going to bed way more fun for countless kids with board
books such as Moo, Baa, La La La!,
La! Snuggle Puppy!, Pajama Time!,
and Barnyard Dance!
Now, on to the imprint. Companies that print and distribute
books are called publishers. These companies have names. (Some
famous ones are Penguin Random House, HarperCollins,
and Simon & Schuster. Can you fi nd a book in your
house from one of these publishers? Check on the
book’s title page.) These companies publish
many types of books. Some are grouped
together under imprints. The imprint is another
name stamped on the book to show which
group the book belongs to.
Mrs. Boynton’s publisher, Simon &
Schuster, groups its children’s books under
imprints such as Aladdin, Little Simon,
and Beach Lane Books. And let’s not forget
its newest imprint: Boynton Bookworks.
It’s not hard to spot Mrs. Boynton’s
work. Fluff y, big-eyed animals seem to
bounce along the pages to her clever,
rhythmic words. And now it’s easier than
ever to spy a Boynton. Just look for the
Boynton Bookworks imprint.
“My own imprint! It’s not only
astounding, it’s completely unexpected,”
says Mrs. Boynton. “What an honor—and
what a gift.”

Sandra Boynton at home

Boynton’s brain to the beautiful, sturdy, glossy book you
can hold in your hand? God uses people with many
different vocations (callings).
Mrs. Boynton tells Forbes Magazine, “I almost always
start with a title and a cover design. This way I can fool
myself into believing that the book already exists.”
It takes her about two weeks of lots of work to get a
book almost finished. Then she works with an editor to make
it perfect. Next, the publisher comes in: Within about six
months to a year, the next Boynton book has been written,
drawn, colored, designed, printed, marketed, and sold.
God has made the world a wonderful, interlocking puzzle of vocations. Mrs. Boynton needs
editors, printers, publishers, marketers, book
God made us with different
sellers, and—of course—readers—to make even
vocations that work together.
one little book come to life. And they need her too.
Writers and publishers need each
Two are better than one, because they have a
other to share good words and
good reward for their toil. — Ecclesiastes 4:9
beautiful books with the world.

SANDR A: JA MIE MCEWAN
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Sandra Boynton got her start writing stories at a mere
four years old. Here are the words from her very first
book:
“Once there was a funny animal. One day he had a
birthday party. All the animals came. They did not like it
so they left. The End.”
That particular book of Mrs. Boynton’s never made it
into print. But when she grew up, more than 60 others did!
As an adult, Mrs. Boynton didn’t start with books. She
started by designing greeting cards. Just like her books,
these had a distinctive style. That’s probably why they sold
so well.
Now Mrs. Boynton lives in New England. She does her
writing and drawing in a barn with a hippo weathervane on
top. (Perfect!) She has sold over 70 million copies of her
books. Some of the world’s most famous actors and
musicians have performed her songs. People love day
planners, coffee bags, ties, jewelry, and mugs decorated
with her work. No wonder she gets her own imprint!
Just how do those hippos, horses, ducks, and
snuggly puppies make it from Mrs.

1. evokes
a) suggests
b) discourages
c) forgets

2. classy
a) stylish
b) silky
c) wooly

3. distribute
a) print
b) edit
c) give out

4. distinctive
a) unique
b) familiar
c) confusing

Answers
on page 5
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Arctic tern

Lie on the grass
and look at the
sky. See any birds
on the move?
Every year, millions of
birds criss-cross the planet.
They’re looking for food,
warmth, and mates. How
much do you know about
their remarkable journeys?
Common cuckoos spend
October to March in warm
spots such as Portugal,
Senegal, and the Congo
Basin. In summer, they

wing their way home to
Great Britain. Great Britain
teems with flying insects in
warm weather. Cuckoos
can feed themselves and
their babies.
Barnacle geese call the
Arctic home. In spring and
summer, this chilly place
has full days of sunlight
and plenty of goose
food—grass. But when cold
weather comes, these geese
head south to Europe.
Europe is too cold for

common cuckoos. Maybe
the barnacle geese are
honking, “Hey! It’s better
than the Arctic!”
Red-necked phalaropes
weigh a little more than a
small bag of chips. Instead
of going north to south,
they fly west from Scotland
to Peru and back each year.
One red-necked phalarope
started in the Shetland
Isles. It flew west across the
Atlantic Ocean, stopping
over at the border between

the United States and
Canada. The bird then flew
down the U.S. east coast. It
crossed over land to
Mexico’s Pacific coast.
From there, it continued
south until it reached the
coast of Peru. What a
marathon!
Great snipes may not
look like much. These
brown wading birds feed at
the edges of lakes and in
soft mud. But when it’s
time to migrate, they can
Barnacle
goose

These migration paths are
general. Sometimes, birds
take alternate routes!

Red-necked
phalarope

Common cuckoos
Barnacle geese
Red-necked phalaropes
Great snipes
Pied flycatchers
Arctic terns
Common
cuckoo

BIRD BONE CLOSE-UP: AP PHOTO

Great
snipe

CRITTER
FILE
Arctic terns go to the
Antarctic Ocean!
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fly nonstop for almost
4,000 miles from Sweden
to Africa. And they fly as
fast as your car drives!
Pied flycatchers often
fly at night. How do we
know? People have
recorded their in-fl ight
calls as they pass over
during hours of darkness.
These birds navigate using
the stars.
Arctic terns win the
prize for distance. They
make the longest migration

of any bird. They breed in
the very north of Europe
and Asia during summer.
Then they travel all the way
to the Antarctic Ocean to
spend another summer:
this time in the southern
hemisphere. That’s a
distance of about 22,000
miles. The oldest known
Arctic tern survived for 31
years. It probably traveled a
lot of miles during its
lifetime—more than to the
Moon and back twice!

Bar-headed geese
fly above the
Himalayan peaks!

BIRD BONE CLOSE-UP: AP PHOTO

Pied
flycatcher

Jesus tells us to “Look at the birds.” (Matthew
6:26) Birds don’t plant, harvest, or store up food in
barns. But God takes care of them. His care for
birds is built right into their design. He gave them
bodies perfectly suited to flying far, wide,
and high to find what they need.
Why can birds fly so well—or
at all? God built them with a
winning combination of flight
qualities: lightness and strength.
Instead of heavy teeth, birds have
light beaks. In place of weighty
bones, theirs are hollow.
Rigid skeletons support
their sturdy flying
muscles perfectly.
And smooth
feathers resist
drag—the opposing
force in flight.

Birds often choose to travel
at extreme heights. Cooler air is
thinner, requiring less effort to fly
through. The coolness also prevents
birds from overheating while using
their wing muscles so much.
The downside: There is much less
oxygen higher up. Just like you, birds need
oxygen to live. But spot God’s fingerprint in
the bird’s design: Bird bodies produce more red
blood cells. These help carry more oxygen
through their bodies. The same thing
happens in human athletes when they
train at high altitudes.
Astonishingly, some bar-headed
geese fly above the highest Himalayan mountain
peaks—which can reach over five miles high! This
species is unique. These birds have larger lungs and
brains. They can better tolerate low carbon dioxide
levels in the blood.
God designed and provides for His amazing birds.
Did you know that you are more important to Him
than all the birds in the sky?

God cares for birds by giving them
bodies suited to flying far, wide,
and high. He cares even more for His children.
MA RC H/A PRIL 202 2 •
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Komodo National Park
encompasses about 850 square
miles of land and marine area.

They’ll eat pretty much any meat: snakes, pigs, water
buffalo, deer, humans . . . Yikes!
People made this area a park decades ago to protect
Komodo dragons. But the dragons are still in trouble.
What could possibly threaten these terrifying
creatures?
Even the toughest animals need somewhere to
live. The fierce lizards have moved from “vulnerable”
to “endangered” in status because their habitat is
disappearing.
On one of the park’s islands, people remove trees and
pour concrete. They’re busy building a bigger ranger
station, viewing platform, a boat dock, and bathrooms for
visitors. Some say, “STOP!” They want to protect the park
from too much human activity.
God gave people the responsibility of caring for,
enjoying, and using the Earth wisely. (See Genesis 1:28.)
Often, that means people and animals have to find a way
to live together. Locals in Komodo National Park can
earn their livelihoods as tour guides, boat drivers,
and souvenir sellers—only as long as the area
stays beautiful, and only as long as the
Komodo dragons last.
AP PHOTOS

Whoa! Check out that tongue!
A Komodo dragon lazes on a dirt path in Indonesia.
A forked yellow tongue flicks in and out of its mouth.
The beast isn’t exactly a dragon. Can it breathe fire? No.
Can it fly? No. Can it easily devour the tourist snapping
its photo right now? Yes.
Komodo dragons like this one call the islands of
Komodo National Park home. The park, in fact, is the only
home Komodo dragons have in the world.
In a sense, that’s good. You don’t want Komodo
dragons wandering around your neighborhood . . . or
maybe even your continent. Komodo dragons can grow
up to 10 feet long. They can weigh over 300 pounds.

Rangers work
to protect the
park and its
inhabitants.
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Would YOU go to Komodo National Park?
Would you dare? Keep in mind:
Komodo dragons’ jaw
muscles and joints allow
them to swallow giant
chunks of meat, fast. Their
stomachs expand to hold
it. A grown-up Komodo
can eat 80 percent of its
own weight . . . just for
breakfast. That would be
like you rolling out of bed
and swallowing something
as heavy as a bale of hay.

Travel in Komodo
National Park ONLY with a
guide. Hiring a guide is
money well spent. A local
ranger can tell you the do’s
and don’ts about trekking

A man is about 6 feet tall.

But I can
zigzag!

Want to run from a
Komodo? You’d better be
quick. The dragons can run
up to 13 miles per hour.
(Olympic medalists like
Usain Bolt and Florence
Griffith-Joyner can run
faster than that—but only
for very short distances.
The average human runs
about six or seven miles
per hour.)

across the islands—and he
or she will carry a long
stick in case of attack.
Take a buddy. Komodo
dragons prefer to attack
creatures traveling solo.
Don’t get close. No
photograph is worth a
tangle with a Komodo.
Shhh. Loud noises may
make the lizards feel
threatened.

A Komodo doesn’t have
to gobble up its prey right
away. It’s more clever than
that. The lizard hides among
bushes or along a path,
waiting for unsuspecting
deer or water buffalo. Then
it attacks. It dooms its prey
in just one venomous bite.
Komodo venom makes blood
pressure drop. The prey may
escape for a little while. But
because of the venom, it
soon loses blood, goes into
shock, and cannot fight

back. The patient Komodo
uses its super sense of
smell to track down its kill.
The dragons in Komodo
National Park are not in
cages.

2. Birds can fly because
they have _______.
a) small brains and
extra white blood
cells
b) lightness and
strength
c) heaviness and
extra red blood cells
d) flexible skeletons
and tiny lungs

Don’t climb a tree.
Young Komodo dragons
can follow you right up.
Zigzag. The dragons
can go fast. But they
can move only in a
straight line. If you run
away in a zigzag
pattern, the lizard will
likely give up the chase.

3. Komodo dragons
are _______.
a) harmless
b) vulnerable
c) endangered
d) extinct

AP PHOTOS

I’m
faster than
I look.

4. Escape a komodo
by _______.
a) making loud
noises
b) climbing a tree
c) running in a
zigzag pattern
d) eating a hay bale
for breakfast

An adult male dragon can grow up to 10 feet long.

Sometimes conservation and development clash.
People need wisdom to steward land and animals well.
IN

D

O

N

ES

1. Which bird might
travel as far as to the
Moon and back twice?
a) barnacle geese
b) great snipe
c) pied flycatcher
d) Arctic tern

IA
Answers
on page 5

5. If animals like Komodo
dragons are so dangerous,
why should we preserve
their populations?
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Dashes of color pass through
the streets of Amsterdam in the
Netherlands. Tulips! Get your free
tulips!
People in the Netherlands
celebrate National Tulip Day every
January on the third Saturday of
the month. Normally, a gigantic
garden in front of the Royal Palace
is packed with flowers—as many
as 200,000 of them! Anyone can
come by and pick a bunch for free.
When people think about the
Netherlands, a few things might
come to mind. Windmills?
Likely. Wooden shoes? Maybe.
Tulips? Most defi nitely. The
Netherlands is famous for the
largest flower field in the world.
Guess what it’s full of. Roses?
Of course not. Tulips!
Farmers plant tulip bulbs in
faith during the fall. In the
spring, they’re richly rewarded
with fields carpeted in showy,
bright blooms of every color.

Tulip Day announces that
tulip season has begun. Do tulips
really bloom in January? Nope—
unless they grow in a greenhouse. The Tulip Day buds sprout
indoors. Tulips won’t begin to
bloom outside in Amsterdam
until the end of March.
Th is year, pandemic lockdown rules restricted large
public gatherings. So instead of
gathering in front of the palace,
the Dutch handed out flowers
beside Amsterdam’s famous
canals. “It is a gloomy and
uncertain time for many people
with the ongoing pandemic,”
says Arjan Smit, chairman of
Tulip Promotion Netherlands.
“So we’re going to provide some
joy. We hope to create many
happy faces by handing out tulip
bouquets.”
Encourage one another and
build one another up.
— 1 Thessalonians 5:11

Spreading joy: A woman catches
a free bouquet of tulips in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
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The tulip didn’t originally come from the Netherlands. It got its start near the
Himalaya Mountains, where cold weather gave bulbs plenty of rest underground
before bloom time. Nomads from Turkey spotted the candy-colored blossoms.
Then the world’s love affair with tulips began.
The word tulip comes from the Turkish word tülbent, which means turban.
Tulips. Turbans. These words resemble each other. And so do the objects they
denote.
Turkish sultans sent their beloved bulbs as signs of goodwill to western rulers.
Eventually, tulips got into the hands of a botanist
named Carolus Clusius. (Mr. Clusius also developed
another foreign plant you may have heard of—the
potato.) In 1596, someone stole some broken tulips
JET
(tulips with a stripe pattern, actually caused by a virus)
BALLOON
from his garden in the Netherlands. These snatched bulbs
started something big: the tulip trade.
2 02 2
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God is the source
of all that is beautiful.
He made people to enjoy
beauty—and to bless
each other by sharing it.

A tulip
kind of
looks
like a
turban.
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Just like the Turks, the Dutch loved tulips. In each culture, the types of
tulips people bought meant a lot. They meant, “I have money . . . and good
taste!” During a time called “Tulip Mania,” people bought tulip bulbs for
outrageous prices. Is a tulip bulb—not even a growing flower but just its
seed—worth as much as a house? Some buyers thought so!
The tulip is still world famous. But you no longer have to be a sultan,
king, or wealthy Dutch person to own one.
Want to buy tulips? If you do, it’s likely your
purchase will come from the Netherlands. That
tulip-loving country exports about two-thirds
of the world’s tulips.
Like flowers, people live short lives on
Earth. We’re made to enjoy beauty
during that time. Wasn’t it kind of God
to provide us with a seemingly endless
The Netherlands
variety of flowers to appreciate?
grows and
exports nearly
As for man, his days are like grass;
three billlion
he flourishes like a flower of the field.
tulip bulbs
— Psalm 103:15
each year.
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This rendering
shows the planned
infrastructure of
the new capital city.
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Well, there goes the capital.
Indonesia’s capital city, Jakarta, has major problems.
It’s polluted. People and cars cram the streets. Earthquakes shake the city. And, worst of all, it’s sinking! All
of that has made government officials decide: “We’re out
of here!”
Where are they going? To the island of Borneo. There,
they plan to build a new capital city.
President Joko Widodo has big ideas for the new
capital. He plans good public transportation. He wants
more nature but fewer natural disasters. He hopes for a
fresh start.
Will the move come at a price?
Of course. On paper, the new capital will require
about $32 billion. That’s a serious chunk of change!
But the costs go deeper. What happens when you
plunk down a 990-square-mile city on Borneo? Right
now, the island is home to endangered orangutans,
leopards, and many other kinds of wildlife. Many of these
creatures need protection from habitat destruction.
Some Indonesians worry the new city—and all its many
people—will just bring the old city’s problems to a
beautiful and rare part of the natural world.
The new city will be called Nusantara. Builders will
have to construct government buildings and houses from
scratch. As many as 1.5 million people will move in.
Experts guess that one-third of Jakarta
could be under water by 2050. That
sounds like a long time from
now—but the ambitious builders
will be racing the clock. They
hope to have people moved
to the new city by 2045.
AP PHOTOS

Residents add garbage to
an open dump in Jakarta.
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A worker transporting
gas canisters pushes
his cart against the
traffic flow in Jakarta.
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Heavy downpours combined
with poor city sewage often
result in flooding in Jakarta.

A young girl
plays during
a tidal flood
in Jakarta.

AP PHOTOS
AP PHOTOS

o
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Every earthly
city has problems.
We look forward
to a heavenly city
planned and built
by God.
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Answers
on page 5

Indonesia is a
nation made of
more than 17,000
islands. More than
half of Indonesians
dwell on only one
of these: Java. The
capital, Jakarta, sits on
that island too. The city is
sinking into the Java Sea.
There are cities . . . and then there are mega-cities like
Jakarta. As the Indonesian economy grows, so does this
city of over 10 million people. All those people need water to
drink—and that is the reason Jakarta is sinking. Its people
don’t have enough drinking water.
Jakarta does not have a good water system. Water
pipes reach people only in certain parts of town. Everyone
else has to drill wells. And that’s a problem. Jakarta doesn’t
have enough space for all the wells needed. As so many
people drill down, the ground around the wells starts to
sink in on itself.
People in Jakarta feel trapped. Many are fishermen.
They need to live near water . . . but they don’t need it
flooding their houses. In some places, the island might sink
between four and 10 inches each year. Imagine: You’re a
fisherman. Your house floods. You have to rebuild. Next
year, it floods again. Eventually, you give up your house
altogether and just live in your boat.
Other nations have moved their capital cities too.
Pakistan switched its capital from crowded Karachi to
Islamabad. Brazil gave its old capital a new start by moving
from Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia. Myanmar relocated its
capital from Yangon to Naypyidaw. A capital move can help
when a city grows too big for the place it was founded.
Will that be the case in Indonesia? Maybe for some
people. But not everyone—or even most everyone—will be
able to move to Borneo. What about those left behind in
Jakarta?
Every earthly city has problems. City planners need
wisdom to design spaces that serve everyone. Did you know
that God has promised us a city in the new heavens and
new Earth where everything is perfect? God is the planner
of this good city, and it will never sink!
For here we have no lasting city, but we seek the city
that is to come. — Hebrews 13:14

1. restricted
2. denote
3. ambitious
4. dwell
a) made off-limits
a) deny
a) determined
a) work
b) gave away
b) stand for
b) lazy
b) live
c) sold
c) provide
c) thoughtless
c) hibernate
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New Name for an NFL Team

How far is a million miles? That’s how far away
the new James Webb Space Telescope is from
Earth. A month after the world’s biggest, most
powerful space telescope lifted off, it settled into
its final stop. “Webb,” as NASA likes to call it, is in
orbit around the Sun a million miles from home.
Now that it’s in place, it must get ready for the
work it is made to do. Scientific instruments on
board will be calibrated. (That means set precisely
to record data.) Infrared detectors must be
chilled. Mirrors will be perfectly aligned to catch
the best images. Then the $10 billion observatory
will be set to go to work—hopefully in June. “I
can’t wait to see Webb’s first new views of the
universe this summer!” exclaims NASA
Administrator Bill Nelson.

Hello, Kitty!
Willow is making herself at home. The two-year-old, gray and
white farm cat from Pennsylvania has moved in at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue NW. That’s the address for the White House, in case you
didn’t know.
First Lady Dr. Jill Biden said back in November 2020 that a cat
would be coming to the White House. But it was January 2022
before she arrived.
The First Lady named Willow after her hometown of Willow
Grove, Pennsylvania. The short-haired tabby got Dr. Biden’s attention
during the 2020 presidential campaign. The future First Lady made
a stop in Pennsylvania to give a speech. During her talk, the cat took
the stage as well. Dr. Biden stopped to greet the creature. After that,
the farm cat’s owner decided: Willow was going to Washington.
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Capital cat

Webb Space Telescope
Gets Ready
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The NFL football team formerly called the Washington
Football Team and more formerly known as the
Washington Redskins has a commanding new name.
After 18 months of trying to decide, the capital-city team
settled on “Commanders.”
Washington is the latest American professional
sports team to drop a name that was linked to Native
Americans. The term “redskins” was originally meant to
be disrespectful. For some people, the name was hurtful.
Washington owner Dan Snyder says the new name pays
“homage (honor) to our local roots and what it means to
represent the nation’s capital.”
Washington, D.C., is the home
of not just the football team,
of course. It’s where
the President—also
known as the
“Commander-inChief”—lives
during his
elected term.
Do you think
Commanders
is a good
choice?

Is That Cat Real?
This Japanese artist creates “catworks” that are as realistic-looking as
the Bidens’ new pet! Can you believe this isn’t a photograph? This 3-D cat
image is made of wool felt.
The artist goes by the name Sachi. She loves cats—and owns three.
She studies her pets as well as photos of each cat that she wants to
replicate. (That means copy.) Sachi checks the size of each part of the
cat’s face. She matches the color of the fur.
It takes at least 10 days just to prepare the foundation of each cat
portrait. Then Sachi adds felt to create height and texture. She
builds the nose and the width of the face. She may work up to
10 hours each day for a whole month to finish one work.
More than 600,000 people follow Sachi on social
media. They love to see her amazing creations!

The sisters
hard at work

One of Sachi’s creations

Sisters in Egypt Paint Churches
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Sisters Sara and Christine Zekry begin mixing paints.
Sara steps up onto a table, reaches overhead, and applies
tint to the ceiling. The sisters are practicing an ancient Coptic
church tradition. They are painting murals.
The Copts are a people group from North Africa. Coptic
churches use ornate art. That includes wall paintings,
tapestries, and metalwork.
Sara learned about Coptic art in school. She shared her
passion for it with her younger sister, Christine. The two now
tour churches in the village of Aazaz in southern Egypt. They
study Bible stories. They see those stories in older church
art. They add more art to illustrate the words in the Bible.
The job is hard. The sisters work long hours. But they
love what they do.

Long-lasting Fire
in Turkmenistan

The president of Turkmenistan says, “Put out that fire!”
He’s referring to a desert crater that has been burning for decades. It
started back in 1971. Some Turkmen were drilling for natural gas. The hole
collapsed, and gas escaped into the atmosphere.
Geologists set the gas on fire. They expected it to burn out in a few weeks. But the spectacular—and unwelcome—
fire blazes on. The fiery pit has been nicknamed the “Gates of Hell.” Can you see why?
Turkmenistan’s president says the fire is harmful to the environment. He says it is also affecting people’s health.
He has asked his government to find a way to put the fire out.

Who
wants
s’mores?
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Turn the page
90° and follow
the instructions below to solve these problems. You can
use a pen or pencil, or you can do it at home with matches
(or toothpicks or better yet: pretzel sticks!).

Move 1 matchstick to make the equation true.
Bonus points if you can think of two solutions.

Move 1 matchstick to make the equation true.

Move 2 matchsticks to make the inequality true.

Move 1 matchstick to make the inequality true.

Move 1 matchstick to make the equation true.
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Move 2 matchsticks to make the inequality true.
Bonus points if you can think of two solutions.

Answers
on page 5

